HOW TO USE

PREPARATION: Bonmetique Cream Gel 1+2 means that in all cases, without
exception, one part of HAIRCOLOR plus two parts of Bonmetique creamy developer
or herb developer must be mixed. If you vary these proportions you may not get the
chosen color. Bonmetique Cream Gel 1+2 is a self-washable: it does not require
wash with shampoo. The simple addition of cool water allows you to get an
abundant cleaning foam that, in general, is enough for a perfect wash. It is advised
to finish with Bonmetique ACIDE Treatment rinse.
IMPORTANT: Bonmetique Tone Correctors red, blue, violet and graphite are for
PROFESSIONAL EXCLUSIVE USE. If you are not professional, before using them
consult with your hairdresser.
APPLICATION: Application on Virgin Hair: begin the application as from 2cm. of
the root, on all the hair length, letting it work 10 minutes at the beginning. Then,
apply it on the roots letting it work other 30 minutes. Finally, emulsify with cool water
and rinse. Ash highlights: use 20 volume developer. Warm highlights: 30 volume
developer can be used to get higher splendor. Grey hair (more than 70% of grey
hair): always use 20 volume developer. If the color of choice is much “lighter” than
your natural color you must perform a previous bleaching with Bonmetique Powder
Bleach. Growth (roots): Apply haircolor on the growing area letting it work for 30
minutes. Later, spread it one on the rest of the hair for 10 more minutes. Emulsify if
with water and finish with Bonmetique ACIDE Treatment rinse. Colored hair: If you
choose a tone lighter than the one the hair is colored with, it is a necessary to
previously bleach it until you get a base color lighter than the color to be applied.
NOTE: te color product must not necessary correspond to the final color on the hair.
ALLERGY TEST: Clean with ethyl alcohol the forearm and apply a bit of the
colorant and developer mixture. Let it dry. If after 24 hours, there is no itching or
blushing then, the product can be applied.

